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Connecting to
Tomorrow
Horizon Holdings’ strength lies in its constant
attention to ‘tomorrow’ – where we are going,
not where we have been. As a company, we
understand that our business success rests on our
ability to anticipate and meet, in a sustainable way,
the continually evolving energy needs of households
and businesses in the communities we serve.
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BOARD CHAIR AND CEO MESSAGE

Max Cananzi, President & CEO and Robert Cary, Chair, Board of Directors

Horizon Holdings is
delivering the future …
today
2

2014

33

$

CUI Brownie Award for
customer infill
development strategy

As the electricity world shifts into new
realms of possibility, the Horizon family
of companies is assessing its future
through the lens of opportunity. The
2014 achievements of Horizon
Holdings Inc. and its affiliate businesses
establish important foundations for
launching our companies, our customers
and our communities into the future,
truly Connecting to Tomorrow.
Paramount among these 2014
accomplishments was Horizon Utilities
Corporation, our regulated business,
completing a comprehensive
development plan, one that looks out
20 years and defines a specific capital
and operating plan for the next five. As
the first utility to receive approval under
the Ontario Energy Board’s new
‘custom’ incentive rate-setting
framework, we have set the stage for
renewal and modernization of our
distribution system in a timely manner,
one that ensures continued reliability
and avoids undue increases in renewal
costs that require recovery through
customer rates.
We are modernizing our distribution
system with the knowledge that our
achievements stem from our most
valuable asset – our human resources.
The strength and success of
Horizon Utilities are due to the efforts
of its employees each and every day.
Knowing our people embrace the
public trust of delivering a critical
service reliably and safely, and do so
with a high degree of efficiency and
productivity, makes us a better business.
These efforts make us proud to be
recognized, for the fourth year in a row,
as a Hamilton-Niagara Top 10 Employer.

million

investment
in infrastructure

The Horizon family continues to find
ways to be easy to do business with
while supporting its communities and
customers in achieving their goals. Our
communities are able to better attract
businesses through unique offerings
like Horizon Utilities’ customer infill
development incentive, whose
innovativeness was honoured with a
Canadian Urban Institute ‘Brownie’
Award in 2014. In terms of
conservation and demand
management, we again facilitated one
of the largest incentive grants ever in
Ontario, with $5.6 million awarded to
our Hamilton customer Air Liquide.
Improving how we provide services
to our customers was another
accomplishment in 2014.
Horizon Utilities upgraded its
Geographic Information System and
introduced an Outage Management
System, two technologies that now
seamlessly work together to resolve
outages more quickly and efficiently.
Horizon Energy Solutions Inc., our
competitive enterprise, similarly
improved its service offering for revenue
metering customers, becoming one of
the few service providers with
Measurement Canada, IESO and
ISN® certifications.
Horizon Holdings Inc., through its
operating subsidiaries, had another
solid year of financial performance in
2014. We invested $33.0 million in
infrastructure improvements and paid
dividends to our community
shareholders in Hamilton and
St. Catharines totaling $13.5 million.

5.6

$

million

saveONenergy conservation
incentive grant awarded
to Air Liquide

We achieved all this while maintaining
among the lowest distribution rates in
every customer class in Ontario.
2015 marks Horizon Utilities’
10th anniversary as a merger of
St. Catharines’ and Hamilton’s utilities.
From the outset, our company has
demonstrated how mergers can benefit
customers, shareholders and
communities. The evidence rests in our
low costs, low rates, strong profitability,
reliable service and excellent customer
satisfaction. Our strategy of seeking
further merger opportunities will
advance all these benefits to our
communities and shareholders – and
the others that join us.
In closing our first decade, we are
excited for the future. We are well
prepared for its challenges and
opportunities, whether electric vehicles,
smart grid, distributed generation,
regional planning or others we do not
yet know.
We will continue to work hard –
advancing the sustainability
performance of the Horizon family of
companies through innovation and
foresight, truly Connecting to Tomorrow.
Sincerely,

Robert Cary
Chair, Board of Directors

Max Cananzi
President & CEO
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2014 Highlights
Through its ongoing commitment to sustainable
development, the Horizon family of companies is
Connecting to Tomorrow.
In our 2014 Sustainability-based
Annual Report, as in past years, our
story is told with regard to the triple
bottom-line of social, environmental
and economic considerations.
Since 2008, Horizon Holdings and its
affiliate companies have diligently
adhered to sustainable development
principles, reporting under the
Global Reporting Initiative™ (GRI) –
international guidelines for
sustainability reporting – for the
seventh consecutive year.
This focus on sustainability has
contributed to the health and well-being
of our companies, our customers and
our communities. Horizon has positively
influenced its partners and suppliers by
engaging them in the pursuit of
sustainable development.

“It is exciting to receive
support from Horizon
Utilities. CEO Max Cananzi
has a unique vision that
brings Horizon Utilities’
employees together
with local community
leaders to be engaged
with thousands of future
leaders in Canada.”
Rob Ellis, founder of MySafeWork
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We remain committed to upholding
our core values: safety, respect,
integrity, excellence and innovation,
and continue to drive our business
forward based on four strategic
corporate priorities:
• Easy to Do Business With
• Grow Our Business Profitably
• Best Performing Utility
• A Great Place to Work
Horizon’s strength lies in its forwardlooking approach. It understands that its
success as a business is connected to its
ability to anticipate and meet, in a
sustainable way, the continually evolving
energy needs of households and
businesses in the communities it serves.

15,000

$

donation to MySafeWork

Sustainable Development Leadership
Recognition for the Horizon family of companies’ commitment to sustainable
development is growing. In 2014, Horizon Holdings received another national
honour, being ranked among Corporate Knights’ new Future 40 Responsible
Corporate Leaders in Canada.
Sustainability Honours
Horizon was ranked 11th on this new
national sustainability listing, which
highlights top corporate sustainability
performers in Canada. There were
213 entrants for the 2014 Future 40.
The ranking was based on 12 key
performance indicators (KPIs)
categorized within resource, financial
and employee management; this is
the same methodology used for the
Corporate Knights’ internationally
acclaimed Global 100 Most Sustainable
Corporations in the World ranking.

The Future 40 honour builds on former
recognition for Horizon’s strategic
focus on sustainable development:
•O
 ntario Energy Association
Company of the Year (for its
sustainability initiative) (2009)
•C
 anadian Electricity Association
(CEA) Sustainability Company of the
Year two years in a row (2011–12)
•C
 EA Environmental Commitment
Award (2013)
•E
 lectricity Distributors Association
Environmental Excellence Award
(2013)
•S
 ustainable Electricity
Company™ – first to receive
CEA designation (2013)
•B
 LOOM Centre Sustainability
Leadership Award (2013)

Sustainability Influence
Horizon Utilities is connecting with its
suppliers and contractors, encouraging
and influencing them to join it on the
path of sustainability. In 2014, we
began to implement our new
Sustainable Design & Procurement
Policy by reaching out to 300 of our
key suppliers and contractors in an
effort to procure the most sustainable
materials and services.
The policy has produced a true
“win-win” result. In many cases, we
realized better pricing while finding
more sustainable services and
materials. All at once, we are
encouraging and rewarding
sustainability, while finding new
operational savings and making
ourselves more sustainable.

“Horizon is welcome back
anytime. You captivated the
audience with your demos
and presentation.”
Maria Carfagnini, Teacher,
Burleigh Hill School, St. Catharines
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Horizon Holdings
Sustainability Fast Facts

Social
Sustainability

87%
overall customer
satisfaction

425
242,000
customers –

350,000
customer phone
calls fielded

5th largest distribution
company in Ontario

dedicated and highly
skilled employees

Environmental
Sustainability

5,000
811,000 hours

customer email
responses

without a lost-time injury
(January – December 2014)

Top 10

$127,000
under Low-income
Energy Assistance
Program (LEAP)

10

Hamilton-Niagara
Employer four years
in a row

3,400 km
of overhead and
underground lines

11%

electric or hybrid
vehicles in fleet
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Economic
Sustainability

1.6 MW
of Horizon owned solar
PV generation on
commercial rooftop sites

20%
8.4 MW
of renewable power
now connected to
distribution system

revenue growth in Metering
Services business

$33

million
in infrastructure
investments

$5.6 million
saveONenergy incentive
arranged for Air Liquide –
one of Ontario’s largest
conservation incentive
grants ever

3,300 homes
equivalent energy
conservation for
one year

$13.5

million

345
FIT and Micro-FIT
projects connected

in dividends to
community
shareholders

$584
million
total assets

94% contractor/
developer satisfaction
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Social
Sustainability
At the heart of all we do is the well-being of our customers and our communities.
Our innovative programs and services are designed to assist them to thrive and
compete, now and well into the future.
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New technologies
play a key role in
how we connect with
our customers

Customer Satisfaction –
Delivering to Expectation
Consistent excellence is the hallmark of
good customer satisfaction. Over the
decade since its creation, Horizon
Utilities continues to be proud to report
customer satisfaction ratings, year over
year, above the provincial average. We
have achieved these high ratings even
when facing exceptionally challenging
circumstances, such as severe wind and
ice storms. In 2014, Horizon received
an overall customer satisfaction rating
of 87 per cent in the Utility Pulse survey,
a full seven per cent above the
provincial average for utilities.
Customer satisfaction is embedded in
everything we do and everything we
plan. We know that for most people,
the bottom line is keeping the lights on,
at affordable rates.

Part of our customer service story is
that we aspire to be easy to do
business with. We want our customers
to have the tools to manage their own
electricity usage and payments. For
our residential customers, we
upgraded the tools we have on our
website to help them manage their
accounts. They can now log into the
myAccount feature to monitor their
usage and make bill payments. We
also show them information on why a
bill might be higher or lower than the
previous year, due to, for example,
differences in the weather.

87

%

overall customer satisfaction
in Utility Pulse survey,
7% above provincial average

20

-year

Distribution System
Renewal Plan

We will continue to expand self-service
options as we modernize and
respond to our customers’ needs
and expectations.

Our 20-year Distribution System
Renewal Plan outlines a clear path
for replacing end of life assets
responsibly to ensure reliable service,
and using new technologies that will
improve our ability to restore power
more quickly and efficiently. It
balances the need to renew our
infrastructure with minimizing the
cost impacts to our customers.
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SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

All you need is a
telephone or the
internet to manage
your account and
access our convenient
24/7 self-serve options

Communication – Growing Our
Connection with Customers:
Connecting when it’s Convenient
At Horizon Utilities, we seek out new and better ways to interact with our customers,
when it is more convenient for them.
In 2014, we launched extended hours
for customer service, allowing people
the opportunity to contact us by phone
from 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. on
weekdays. Our Customer Services
staff fielded 350,000 customer phone
calls and responded to another
5,000 customer email inquiries, sent
to us when it suited the customer.

An Engaging Conversation
In order to create better services and
programs, Horizon Utilities must better
understand its customers’ needs and
expectations. We ask, we listen and
we supplement our understanding of
customer needs through advanced
analytics to understand in greater
depth how they use electricity.

Unprecedented Outreach
As part of its Ontario Energy Board
rate application process in 2014,
Horizon Utilities conducted an
unprecedented outreach to its
customers, helping them understand
what it needs to do to keep meeting
their needs and expectations in
the future.

We ramped up social media for
customer service as well. We now
use Facebook and Twitter extensively
to provide important service
interruption updates and to guide our
customers to our website for more
detailed information, maps and
restoration times.

Social benchmarking is digital
two-way communication designed to
help companies understand the drivers
behind customer behavior. Using a
system based on ‘game thinking’ and
rewards, Horizon is engaging its
customers on their energy usage
through an Independent Electricity
System Operator (IESO) initiative. We
then provide targeted information and
improve our programs to better meet
their needs, especially in the area of
conservation. Horizon has higher
than average numbers of customers
participating in the provincial
pilot program.

We clearly demonstrated what
infrastructure needs to be renewed,
when and why. We showed them how
investing in certain new technologies,
like our Geographic Information
System and Outage Management
System, will improve reliability and
efficiency, resulting in fewer and
shorter outages. Our customers gave
us a 92 per cent approval rating for
our Distribution System Renewal Plan.

92

%

approval rating for our
Distribution System
Renewal Plan
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This will be monitored for changing
circumstances, and then reviewed
and updated after five years to
reflect changes in the environment
and customer needs.

Making it Easier to
Do Business
Retaining and attracting businesses is
critical to the economic health and
well-being of our communities. We are
aware of the contribution that Horizon
Utilities can make through minimizing
customer electricity costs and by
making it easier to do business in our
communities. We work hard to achieve
this, developing innovative and
responsive tools for this purpose.
We have listened to the concerns of our
large customers served by dedicated
lines owned by Horizon Utilities. As
part of our 2014 rate application,
Horizon added a second Large User
rate class for these customers. This
provides for a much improved
allocation of costs to each class of
customers. While not greatly impacting
other customer classes because there
are so few in this special grouping,
these large customers now have a
distribution tariff 80 per cent lower than
before, which is a significant contributor
to their bottom lines.

Another unique and innovative
approach is Horizon’s smart growth
inspired customer connection policy.
While all customers benefit from the
policy changes, the start-up costs for
redevelopment of commercial
properties was made more attractive
compared to new development.
Horizon removed both the system
“enhancement” charge that utilities
apply to all new customers and created
an infill development database of
commercial and industrial locations
already connected to Horizon. We can
now identify properties with little or no
system “expansion” costs.
By making infill development easier and
less costly, Horizon is simultaneously
assisting our customers with savings on
start-up costs while helping communities
attract new business and jobs, meet
smart growth objectives, leverage
existing infrastructure and preserve
greenspace. The innovation has been
lauded in several circles, including the
Canadian Urban Institute (CUI). It
awarded Horizon Utilities its Brownie
Award in the Legislation, Policy and
Program Initiative category in 2014.

80

%

lower-than-before
distribution tariffs

“This is great news
for the region and
a shining example
of Smart Growth
development.
Encouraging urban
intensification in
the commercial and
industrial sectors is
an added benefit
to the local
infrastructure
investments our
government is
making.”
	Hon. Glen Murray, then
Ontario Minister of
Transportation & Infrastructure

“Our decision to focus on removing
barriers and facilitating infill
redevelopment, reinvestment and
regeneration is contributing to a
stronger community.”
Neil Freeman,
Vice President, Business Development,
on accepting CUI Award
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SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

Top Employer – Being a Great Place to Work
Attracting and retaining a talented workforce means being a great place to work.
As such, we are very proud to once again be recognized as a Hamilton-Niagara
Top 10 Employer – for the fourth year in a row.
Horizon Utilities understands that our
many successes and achievements
directly correspond to the hard work of
our dedicated employees – those who
plan and those who implement. Our
employees provide a valuable service
to their communities, keeping them
functioning well and safely. We are
also active participants in our
communities, supporting charities,
local events and environmental
initiatives, making life better for our
families, friends and neighbours.
The authenticity of our commitment to
sustainable development is how it is
understood and embraced throughout
the organization. It is a point of pride.
Our focus on investing in better ways of
delivering services, including new and
better technologies, is meaningful for
our current employees and future hires.

Our employees
enjoy being out
in the community
reinforcing our company
commitment to safety
2014 Ancaster Touch a Truck event
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Having our employees engaged and
energetic benefits our business in a
number of respects. We strive to
maintain a strong, healthy and
dedicated workforce through various
means, including our commitment to
learning and development
opportunities in technical skills, safety,
wellness and leadership. We offer a
range of programs internally while
supporting e-learning and continuous
education, at times that are convenient
for the employee. Our ‘lunch and
learn’ sessions are often related
to issues that matter most to our
employees, like their health and
work-life balance.
And yes, we also have competitive and
attractive remuneration. Quite simply,
we value our employees, their hard
work and the dedication and pride
they continually demonstrate in serving
our communities.

“They take their jobs
seriously. When the
chips are down,
Horizon employees
rise to the occasion
time and again –
supporting each other
and respecting each
other. They step up
and get the job done.”
Brenda Schacht
Vice President, Human Resources

Top Ten in HamiltonNiagara – fourth year
in a row

“Howell’n Mouse-staches”,
Horizon Utilities’
Movember team,
raised $1,050 for
men’s health research

Safety – At Our Core
Horizon Utilities’ commitment to public
and employee safety is unwavering.
Safety is a core value of our
organization and is clearly
demonstrated in our stringent safety
protocols and training. Key decision
makers from all departments, including
senior management and union
representatives, actively participate in
our Joint Health & Safety Committee.
Our reputation for safety is backed by
a solid track record on lost time due to
injury. In the field, every employee
starts each job attending a ‘tailboard’
meeting, fully reviewing potential
safety hazards and procedures. We
maintain sufficient numbers and an
appropriate mix of journeypersons
and apprentices to ensure we have a
pool of qualified and trained workers
to complete jobs safely now and into
the future.
Horizon has implemented a leading
safety management software system to
improve its safety performance, ensure
compliance, track its successes and
document mitigation options. This
information is readily shared across
the organization. 2014 was the first
full year using the software and we
are realizing the benefits by

leveraging more of its prevention
and educational opportunities. In
addition, we are able to assess our
performance with both leading and
lagging indicators.
Horizon Utilities continues to strive for
excellence in Occupational Health
and Safety with our journey towards
certification in the Canadian
Standards Association’s CSA Z1000
program. The implementation of this
best practice standard will enable the
organization to continuously improve
its safety performance. The program
will reduce or prevent occupational
injuries and illnesses by identifying
and then eliminating or controlling all
preventable occupational health and
safety hazards and risks.

811,000
hours

without a lost-time injury
(January – December 2014)

In our facilities, we are designing and
executing with health and safety in
mind, including ergonomic
workstations and prayer rooms.
Horizon again developed a wellness
and safety calendar with a focus on
both home and work.
The bottom line is a well-earned
reputation for safeguarding our
employees, our customers and our
communities.
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SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

Community – It’s Everything
Horizon Utilities is part of the fabric of its communities. Beyond the 24/7 service
we deliver, our employees live, work, play and volunteer in our communities,
raising money and awareness for a number of important causes.
Connecting Our Kids to Tomorrow
Horizon received praise in 2014 for its
comprehensive Take Your Kids to Work
Day program. As is the case with
everything at Horizon, it was firstly a
lesson in safety. Sixteen Grade 9
students learned what to do and what
not to do around high voltage
equipment. A tour of our network
control room operations, coupled with
a panel discussion, gave students a
chance to talk to employees about
career paths, as well as the critical
nature of our work, ensuring that
electricity safely and reliably flows into
the homes and businesses of their
communities.
Summer and Winter – Toasting
Our Communities
Once again, in 2014, Horizon joined
forces with Sustainable Hamilton and
the Hamilton Conservation Foundation
for the 3rd Annual Braden’s Hot
Chocolate Festival on Family Day.
Horizon is a founding sponsor of

Sustainable Hamilton, a non-profit
corporation formed to inspire
Hamilton business organizations to
adopt sustainability as a strategy for
greater prosperity.
In August of 2014, Horizon marked
World Environment Day by sponsoring
the Gore Park Summer Promenade.
This event brings the community out
to enjoy fresh air, summer sun, good
food and music.
Contributing to the Safety of
Our Communities
Horizon spreads its word about safety
throughout the community and, in
2014, continued to partner with the
International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers (IBEW) in its annual
fundraising efforts to support safety in
the workplace. A $15,000 cheque was
presented to MySafeWork, a not-forprofit charitable organization created
to prevent workplace accidents.

Horizon Utilities has been an active
participant in the MySafeWork
program since 2009. Horizon
employees volunteer their time across
Hamilton and St. Catharines to
promote safety and education
initiatives. Employees from all
departments and disciplines join
MySafeWork to deliver life-saving
safety awareness messages and
answer questions from students who
are about to enter the workforce.
In 2014, Horizon Utilities went to
36 schools, engaging thousands of
elementary-aged children in safety
and conservation with an interesting
and interactive presentation.
Big Hearts on a Big Bike
For the ninth consecutive year, Horizon
employees raised money for the Heart
and Stroke Foundation by pedaling a
29-seat ”big bike”. Our participation in
this trademark event has earned us
Hall of Fame Fundraising status, raising
more than $40,000.

Horizon Utilities has
been participating
in Take Your Kids
to Work Day for
11 years, with more
than 50 employees
participating
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The annual “big bike”
for Heart & Stroke is
a popular employee
fundraiser – in 2014,
our employees
raised $7,400

We have also received multiple
Team Spirit Awards for the outstanding
enthusiasm of our employees riding
through the streets of Hamilton and
St. Catharines. In 2014 alone, our
employees raised a total of $7,400.
Uniting for a Good Cause
Every year, Horizon employees find
it a great opportunity to get together
by holding United Way charity
barbeques at its facilities. In 2014,
$3,000 was raised from Horizon
employees in these Hamilton and
St. Catharines events.

A Little Help When Needed Most
We all need a little help from time to
time. Under the Ontario Energy
Board’s Low-income Energy Assistance
Program (LEAP), Horizon partnered
with community agencies to contribute
$127,000 to 283 families. These funds
provide much-needed relief to eligible
grant recipients, including low-income
customers who are either in arrears or
at risk of going into arrears on their
electricity bills.

Worthy and Worldly
In 2014, Horizon again encouraged
customers to power down for
Earth Hour by turning off their lights
and electronics. This World Wildlife
Fund initiative is held globally and
aims to raise awareness about
small adjustments in daily energy
consumption slowing global climate
change. This year, demand for
electricity dropped 22 MW (megawatts).
That is enough electricity to power
944 homes for a day.

Employee spirit reigns
on World Environment
Day in Gore Park,
Hamilton
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Environmental
Sustainability
Clean air, clean water and land – these are the essential ingredients of life.
Horizon Utilities understands the imperative of protecting our environment and our
planet. Throughout the organization, everything we do and everything we consider
is weighed against our impact on the environment.
16

Horizon Utilities
recognizes its
customers as Energy
Savings Champions at
an annual awards
celebration

Conservation
Powerful Savings
Horizon Utilities is a leader in
Conservation and Demand
Management (CDM) programs. These
programs benefit households and
business customers by helping them
achieve lower energy usage and
operating costs. In the big picture,
conservation is also critical as it lowers
overall demand for electricity,
offsetting the need to invest in more
generating capacity.
In 2014, Horizon continued to
offer saveONenergyOM programs for
homes and businesses with some truly
powerful results.
Horizon brokered one of Ontario’s
largest ever saveONenergy incentives,
in this case for a new pipeline that will
dramatically improve efficiency and
reduce energy consumption at Air
Liquide’s Hamilton operations.
The $5.6 million incentive is part of
a $12 million project connecting
ArcelorMittal Dofasco to Air Liquide’s
air-separation plant. The new pipeline
will reduce electrical energy
consumption at Air Liquide’s Hamilton
operations by almost 29,000 MWh
per year or $2 million annually.

As part of the saveONenergy for
business’s High Performance New
Construction program, Horizon
Utilities also presented St. Joseph’s
Healthcare in Hamilton with an
incentive cheque for $348,400. The
program provides a direct benefit to
building owners and planners who
design and implement energy efficient
equipment within their new spaces.
Championing the Cause
Horizon recognized five customers
and channel partner contractors with
Energy Savings Champions Awards for
innovative CDM projects. Awards
for projects involving retrofits of
measures – including lighting fixtures,
variable speed drives for ventilation
systems, exhaust fan system controls,
lighting products and fixtures – were
given in four categories:
•	Monthly Peak Demand Reduction:
Mark’s, St. Catharines
•	Annual Energy Savings:
Agri-Plastics, Stoney Creek
•	Completed Applications:
Graybar Canada, Hamilton
•	Most Innovative Project:
Wilson Blanchard and
Johnson Controls

Efficiently Lighting Our
Communities
In 2014, both the cities of Hamilton
and St. Catharines received approval
to retrofit streetlights with energy
efficient LED fixtures. The benefits of
LED lighting also include reduced
maintenance costs, better quality
lighting with enhanced ability to detect
true colours, and elimination of upward
light pollution. Horizon Utilities
pre-approved a retrofit application
incentive valued at almost $4 million
for the Safe Hamilton lighting project,
which will see the conversion of
10,000 streetlight fixtures to energy
efficient LED lighting in 2015.
Conservation Conversation
Horizon’s Just Ask Us conservation
campaign was honoured in 2014 with
a MarCom Award. This customer
engagement campaign is designed to
encourage customers to be proactive in
energy conservation and to call on
energy savings experts to find solutions
to reduce energy use and save money.
Horizon’s campaign was chosen from
more than 6,500 entries from
17 countries, including Canada and
the United States.
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ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

We continuously find
new and better ways
of mitigating negative
impacts on the
environment, while
promoting positive
approaches

Energy Mapping Update
Smart Programs for Smart Growth and Smart Conservation
In 2014, Horizon Utilities wrapped
up its ground breaking Energy
Conservation Mapping pilot project,
which will help utilities throughout
Ontario target the best opportunities
for energy conservation. This project
combines technology and partnerships
to pinpoint which customers in a
community would most benefit from
CDM programs.
Horizon first applied to the IESO’s
Conservation Fund in 2011 to develop
an energy-density mapping tool by
combining three data bases –
Horizon’s consumption data, the
Municipal Property Assessment
Corporation’s (MPAC) property
attribute data and Teranet’s land
fabric data. In order to increase the
‘big data’ assessment power of
knowing which customers use the most
power on a square metre basis,
Horizon also layered in demographic
data from Environics Analytics.
The result was a robust database that
improves the efficiency and
productivity of delivering conservation
programs to customers. It clearly
identified customers that may benefit
by accessing the suite of conservation
programs offered through Horizon.
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And, in turn, it enables our CDM team
to focus efforts on those users most in
need, saving time and money.
Our customers felt relief in their bottom
line and the overall demand for energy
in the province was reduced. This
offset the need to build new sources of
generation and has an overall impact
on the cost of energy. Horizon
developed a manual on best energydensity mapping practices for the IESO
to distribute to other Ontario utilities.
Our innovation was recognized
with the:
•	Environmental Excellence Award
from Electricity Distributors
Association
•	Environmental Commitment Award
from Canadian Electricity
Association
•	Community Energy Builder Award
from QUEST (Quality Urban Energy
Systems of Tomorrow)

4

$

million

for a retrofit application incentive
to convert 10,000 Hamilton
streetlight fixtures to LED lighting

The Great Outdoors
Peaceful and Beautiful, Co-existence
Horizon Utilities was honoured in
2014 with the Niagara Peninsula
Conservation Authority’s (NPCA)
Award of Merit for its innovation and
environmental consciousness. A unique
collaboration with the NPCA along
Twelve Mile Creek helped ensure the
reliable and safe distribution of
electricity and the enhancement of the
natural landscape.
Safely maintaining an electricity
distribution corridor through Twelve
Mile Creek had involved aggressive
tree trimming and vegetation control.
The result was unsightly for those
hiking through the area, especially in
the springtime.
Horizon, the NPCA and Ontario Power
Generation worked together to renew
the landscape, removing invasive
species and planting low-lying native
plants that would not interfere with the
electrical infrastructure. The pilot
resulted in a lower maintenance utility
corridor and a more attractive setting.
The plants also increase biological
diversity and provide a quality habitat
for wildlife. The hope is the project will
be replicated in other natural areas.

A ‘Winging’ Partnership
In addition to our annual participation
in the World Wildlife Fund’s Earth
Hour initiative, Horizon Utilities
employees marked Earth Day 2014
by partnering with Bruce Trail
Conservancy (BTC) on a unique
ecological restoration project to attract
wildlife and increase biodiversity.
Horizon employees helped plant
50 New Jersey Tea plants and
150 native shrubs and wildflowers
at the McNally property on the
Bruce Trail in the Waterdown area.
The goal was to support the native
Mottled Duskywing butterfly, which
is declining in Canada. The plantings
are to help the butterfly population
stabilize by enhancing the habitat.

50

New Jersey Tea plants

150

native shrubs and wildflowers

Over the last six years, Horizon and
BTC have expanded their partnership.
Horizon has donated funding for
educational signage, and its
employees have volunteered to plant
trees and remove invasive species.

Employees planted trees
in honour of Earth Day
on the Bruce Trail
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ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

The Wheels of the Future are Green
Horizon Utilities is making sure its
customers can ‘connect to tomorrow’
by closely monitoring the growth of
the electric vehicle market. The number
of electric vehicles on the road is
increasing, and that means there is
growth in the number of charging
stations and the amount of electricity
needed to power those vehicles. A car
charger can double the load of a
residential house.

In order to ensure that we are
configuring our infrastructure to
support the increasing demand for
electricity, it is critical that Horizon has
as much knowledge as possible about
how many vehicles are plugging into
the grid, including when and where.
Horizon is working with Pollution
Probe’s EMAP to help forecast where
electric vehicles may be more
prevalent based on demographic data.

Horizon is also a member of
Plug ‘n Drive, which offers customers
easy access to information about
electric vehicles and chargers.
Additionally, we installed electric
vehicle charging stations at three
Horizon facilities, with two
available for public use.

Horizon Utilities’ fleet is now 11 per cent electric or
hybrid and we also employ a Corporate Idling Policy
to reduce emission levels of other transport
and work equipment
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Smart Commute
The greenest wheels are often two
wheels or no wheels powered by
human energy. In 2014, Horizon was
named the Metrolinx Smart Commute
Employer of the Year for the Hamilton
region. The company won for its
outstanding achievement in the areas
of commitment, leadership, innovation
and delivering results by encouraging
employees to walk, cycle, carpool
and use transit.

Horizon also actively participates in
smart commute and carpool weeks,
bike to work days and outreach events
to increase employees’ knowledge,
participation and support. We
installed bicycle shelters at three work
locations and introduced dedicated
carpool parking spots. Horizon is also
partnering with the City of Hamilton to
establish carpool parking in nearby
lots. All of these initiatives help to
reduce traffic and greenhouse
gas emissions.

215,000 km
of travel distance reduced
by our employees

47,000 kg
of Greenhouse Gas
Emissions avoided

Joseph Almeida, Director, Supply Chain Management,
proudly accepts the 2014 Metrolinx Smart Commute
Employer of the Year Award for Hamilton Region
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Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
The Paperless Trail to Sustainability
In 2014, Horizon Utilities’ innovative
e-mobile work management tools
delivered 90,000 paperless service
orders. Our adoption of e-mobile
tablets for field employees has been
supporting efficiency and productivity
since 2010. It has both eliminated
repetitive data entry and the need for
crews to return to the operations centre
to pick up paper work orders.
In Customer Services, 2,500 more
accounts have gone paperless,
bringing us to a total of 18,000. And,
63,000 customers are now signed up
for our ‘myAccount’ online account
access. Every month, 25,000 people
on average take advantage of this
paperless convenience. Also in 2014,
more than 32,000 online transactions
were performed. Using this web tool,
Horizon Utilities’ customers can
manage their account at anytime,
anywhere and on any device.

Horizon Utilities was
recognized as one of
Canada’s Future 40
Responsible Corporate
Leaders and ranked 11th
in the national
sustainability list
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Facility Facelifts
2014 is the half-way mark in our
six-year plan to renew our existing
facilities and properties. In this way,
Horizon not only demonstrates its
commitment to recycling and reusing,
but also its dedication to employees
and communities by reinvesting and
providing a stable economic presence.
Our St. Catharines and Hamilton
Mountain facilities were renovated in
2014 with air quality and employee
space enhancements, improving the
work environment with consideration to
wellness and safety. We also
supported our sustainability objectives
with construction upgrades to bring the
buildings up to current codes.

90,000
paperless service orders
in 2014

Horizon Utilities
maintains its
commitment to
internal and external
sustainability efforts

Climate Change
A large part of ensuring the
sustainability and resilience of our
companies, customers and communities
is to consider and manage all potential
challenges, hazards and risks – and
that includes climate change.
While we seek to minimize our own
carbon footprint, our opportunity for
a more proactive role also lies in
adaptation. We are preparing the
community for the risks of climate
change, such as more variable and
extreme weather, more social and
infrastructure stresses and damage,
and insurance costs. Additionally,
reducing the community’s contributions
to climate change is being examined.
In 2014, Horizon began working on
the development of a Community
Climate Change Action Plan with the
City of Hamilton.

It is part of the Hamilton Climate Change
Action Charter, which Horizon signed
in 2013. The plan will help the City
address climate change in terms of
impacts, mitigation and promoting
resilience in infrastructure renewal,
processes and resources.
Horizon was among the first utilities in
Ontario to create a Climate Change
Working Committee. Its task is to
explore ways to incorporate climate
change variables and mitigation into
the planning and implementation of
our infrastructural renewal and our
future path.
Horizon is working to better
insulate our companies, our customers
and our communities from future
climate challenges.

6

-year plan

to renew our existing
facilities and properties

2,500
more customer accounts
have gone paperless

32,000
online transactions performed
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Economic
Sustainability
We know the bottom line for our customers is that the lights are on, and stay on,
at rates that are affordable. Horizon Holdings is ahead of the curve in working
to ensure we meet that expectation, now and well into the future.
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Seven consecutive
years of fair, transparent
triple bottom line
reporting under
the Global
Reporting Initiative

Horizon’s strength lies in its forwardlooking approach. It understands that
its success as a business is connected
to its ability to anticipate and meet,
in a sustainable way, the continually
evolving energy needs of
households and businesses in our
growing communities.
Horizon has the resources, the people
and the mindset to deliver genuine
value to our communities – socially,
environmentally and economically.
Direct Economic Value to
Communities – The Triple
Bottom Line
From the outset in 2005, when the two
separate utilities serving St. Catharines
and Hamilton joined forces to form
Horizon Utilities, we embarked on a
journey of delivering real value to
our communities.

As we reach the close of our first
decade, we are proud to report that
Horizon has done just that. Year over
year, the Horizon team has solidly
demonstrated that our consolidation
has, is and will continue to deliver
direct economic value to our
communities, as well as social and
environmental value.
And the evidence is in our Global
Reporting InitiativeTM filing.
Horizon’s 2014 GRI Filing
For the seventh consecutive year,
Horizon Holdings has fairly and
transparently reported its social,
environmental and economic
performance under the GRI, the most
widely used international sustainability
reporting framework. The cornerstone
of the GRI is its Sustainability Reporting
Guidelines, which provide guidance to
companies on how to measure and
report on a ‘triple bottom line’ basis by
giving weight to social and
environmental matters, not just
economic matters. In 2013, as in 2010,
2011 and 2012, Horizon Holdings
reported in accordance with the GRI
G3 Guidelines (including the Electric
Utilities Sector Supplement) at the A+
application level – answering all
questions and receiving external
assurance for its filing.

Since 2010, Horizon has continued to
enhance its sustainability policies and
programs, including refining its
sustainability data management and
reporting processes. Since 2009, Ernst
& Young LLP (EY) has also conducted a
third-party review of Horizon’s
self-declared application level and
provided limited assurance over a
selection of Horizon’s reported GRI
indicators since 2009. (A copy of EY’s
2014 assurance statement can be
viewed at horizonholdingsinc.com and
horizonutilities.com.)

2014

While the financial bottom line of our
companies is consistently characterized
by strong profitability and dividends for
our shareholders, we are also
contributing to the economic health and
well-being of our customers and
communities. Low rates and reliable
service are achieved through foresight
and a steadfast commitment to
infrastructure renewal and modernization
and a strong sustainable workforce
delivering efficiency and productivity.

GRI Sustainability
Disclosure Categories
Economic • Environment • Labour
Practices and Decent Work • Human
Rights • Society • Product
Responsibility
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Cost of Service
Making the Grade – Priceless Reliability, at Affordable Rates
“Regulatory approval may not
sound critical to the functioning
of an electricity distributor, but
it’s everything.”
Indy Butany-DeSouza,
Vice President, Regulatory Affairs
In 2014, Horizon Utilities got the green
light from the Ontario Energy Board
(OEB) for its five-year capital and
operating plan. This approval ensures
we have the means to replace end of
life assets with newer, more efficient
and productive technologies, while
minimizing the cost impact to
customers. This is the foundation for us
to renew and modernize the electricity
distribution system in our communities,
ensuring reliable and efficient delivery
of electricity to all our customers for
decades to come.
Regulatory approval may sound more
like a procedure than an achievement,
but it is essential for business success
in the electricity distribution world. Our
accomplishment was of even greater
significance. Horizon Utilities was the
first local electric utility in the province
both to file a complete ‘custom’
incentive rate-setting application under
the OEB’s new Renewed Regulatory
Framework for Electricity and the first
utility to receive rate approval under
this new process.

Horizon Utilities
invested $33 million in
capital projects in 2014,
including $15 million
earmarked for proactive
system renewal efforts
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In developing our Distribution System
Renewal Plan, Horizon Utilities
employees throughout the organization
worked together to pinpoint and
substantiate precisely which assets
require replacement or refurbishment,
and when. As well, we looked at
which new technologies could best be
leveraged to deliver more reliability
and efficiency. In short – fewer
outages, and shorter outages.
As always, that infrastructure renewal
is balanced with a responsible rate
structure. In most customer classes, the
rates charged by Horizon Utilities
make up a little over one-fifth of the
total monthly power bill. That small
portion goes to supporting the entire
local electricity distribution system –
including poles, lines, substations,
trucks and crews.
Utilities like Horizon must clearly
demonstrate to the OEB that the rates
they propose deliver the needs and
expectations of their customers for the
safe and reliable delivery of electricity.
The level of planning and the evidence
required is considerable to withstand
the meticulous examination of the
OEB and intervenors, which represent
a broad range of customers and
stakeholders. Horizon Utilities
passed the test.

Horizon Utilities also became the first
utility in Ontario to meet the OEB’s
new stringent public consultation
requirement. We took our Distribution
System Renewal Plan directly to our
customers. Horizon developed a
26-page workbook and held a series
of “Have Your Say” sessions, including
one-on-one briefings, focus groups
and online outreach. The result was
an engaged and well-informed
customer base giving a 92 per cent
satisfaction rating.
As we look ahead to the next five
years under this regulatory approval,
Horizon Utilities is on solid financial
ground, ready to renew and
modernize the electricity system in
our communities, allowing them to
plan, build and grow sustainably –
economically, socially and
environmentally.

Low and Balanced Customer Rates —
Horizon Utilities
would see rates varying from
$20,000 to $35,000 per month for
the distribution and transmission
charges, but just $23,061 for Horizon
customers (Figure 4).

Horizon is proud to be a sector
leader on customer rates. When
setting out to establish rates for our
customers, we strive both to maintain
low rates and to ensure that our rates
among different classes of customers
reflect the specific costs for serving
each class of customers.

At Horizon, the same customer
paid closer to the lower end at
$2,579 (Figure 3).

While Ontarians may know that
electricity rates are set by the
Ontario Energy Board, most would be
surprised to learn that rates vary
widely from one local distribution
company to another.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Residential using
800 kWh per month

Small Commercial using
13,000 kWh per month

$60

$500

For a typical residential customer using
800 kilowatt-hours of consumption per
month, the distribution and transmission
charges vary widely by utility. In 2014,
most were in the $30 to $50 range,
with a few exceptions. Horizon is near
the middle of the pack at $37. The
relatively wide range is due both to
cost management and, within the
constraints of rate regulation, some
flexibility in the manner in which
distributors allocate their costs to
different rate classes (Figure 1).
On the latter point, the phenomenon is
seen more clearly for the case of a
typical small commercial customer, such
as a large corner store consuming
13,000 kilowatt-hours per month. The
majority of utilities across Ontario
charged between $275 and $450 for
distribution and transmission in 2014.
At Horizon, the customer paid $289,
among the lowest in Ontario (Figure 2).
For a light manufacturing-sized
commercial customer, such as a
warehouse small manufacturer or even
a municipal arena, where a typical
customer might use 350 kilowatts of
demand, the majority of local
distribution companies charge between
$2,500 and $4,000 (with some
outliers at both ends).

Similarly, a typical large commercial
customer, such as an industrial user
requiring 3,500 kilowatts of capacity,

$450
$50

$400
$350

$40

$30

Horizon
Utilities
$289

$300

Horizon
Utilities
$37

$250
$200

$20

$150

All LDCs lowest to highest cost

All LDCs lowest to highest cost

Figure 3

Figure 4

General Service >50 kW
using 350 kW per month

General Service >50 kW
using 3,500 kW per month

$4,500

$45,000

$4,000
$3,500

Horizon
Utilities
$2,579

$40,000
$35,000

$3,000

$30,000

$2,500

$25,000

$2,000

$20,000

$1,500

$15,000

All LDCs lowest to highest cost

All LDCs lowest to highest cost

Horizon
Utilities
$23,061

Distribution and Transmission portion of the bill only. Source: 2014 OEB Tariff of Rates and Charges.
NB: These four graphs represent typical customers – one residential and three commercial of varying size.
Data excludes Hydro One Networks because of the character of its service territory compared to other LDCs.
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Horizon Utilities
is focusing on
the renewal of
its underground
systems, which
support many
neighbourhoods and
business districts in
our communities

Infrastructure – Building Our Future
2014 was a critical year on many fronts for the renewal of our distribution system.
A significant portion of Horizon
Utilities’ existing system was installed
during the 1950s to 1970s growth era
in Hamilton and St. Catharines – poles,
wires, underground cables and
distribution stations, containing
transformers, breakers, switches and
circuits. In 2014, half of our distribution
network was nearing the end of its life.
It not only requires replacement, but
modernization.
In support of the 2015 to 2019 regulatory
approval we received, Horizon Utilities
developed a distribution system
renewal plan, one based on a
detailed and thorough asset condition
assessment with specific work
timelines. In 2014, we received the
necessary OEB approval for the first
five years of our capital and operating
plan, paving the way for us to move
forward.
We allocated $33.0 million in
distribution capital investments in
2014, over half of which was
earmarked for proactive measures to
ensure ongoing reliability of service.
Major projects were completed in both
St. Catharines and Hamilton, mostly
involving above ground equipment.
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Horizon will now be focusing on the
renewal of the underground systems,
which support many neighbourhoods
in our communities. We are working
with our customers to ensure they are
aware of the work that will be done,
and when it will be done.
We continue to leverage newer and
more efficient technologies that will
enhance the sophistication of our
distribution business. In 2014, we
upgraded our Geographic Information
System (GIS) and introduced a new
Outage Management System (OMS).
The two technologies immediately
began working together to identify the
location and extent of outages,
providing valuable information in
determining solutions.
Horizon’s grid modernization will
ultimately deliver ‘smart’ networks that
will be better able to remotely identify
the source of power outages, isolate
affected areas and begin restoration
efforts – all without needing to be
on site.

$33

million
in infrastructure
improvements

$13.5

million

paid in dividends to
community shareholders in
Hamilton and St. Catharines

Financials – Our Story
in Numbers
Horizon Holdings Inc., as the parent
of Horizon Utilities and Horizon Energy
Solutions, has delivered consistently
strong financial results and dividends to
its shareholders. This record of strong
and sustainable profitability directly
supports our communities through
sustainable investment in a vital
electricity distribution network and acts
as a testament to our commitment to
cost effectiveness.
Through its subsidiaries, Horizon
Holdings Inc. invested $33.0 million
in infrastructure improvements in 2014.
Net income was $4.3 million and
included $14.4 million of net electricity
costs that represent past or future
settlements with customers. Excluding
these pass-through costs, Horizon
Holdings had a strong operating net
income performance of $18.7 million.
Further information regarding Horizon
Holdings’ financial condition and results
of operations is available in its
Management’s Discussion and Analysis
and the Audited Consolidated Financial
Statements for the year ended
December 31, 2014 (found in the rear
pocket of this report or on our websites).

In terms of dividends, a total of
$13.5 million were paid to the
Hamilton and St. Catharines
community shareholders in 2014.
These results were achieved while
maintaining among the lowest rates
in every customer class in Ontario.
Cost and revenue comparisons
Our goal is to be the best performing
energy company in Ontario. We
measure our controllable cost and
revenue per customer, and return on
equity performance against our
industry peers.
The accompanying figures are from
the Ontario Energy Board’s Yearbook
of Electricity Distributors, with an
average of the most recent three
reported years used to smooth out
single-year exceptions.
On balance, Horizon Utilities operates
with much less revenue per customer
than other Local Distribution
Companies (LDC). From 2011 to 2013,
we required an average of $447 of
revenue per customer per year, a
key comparative indicator of rates
(Figure 5).

By comparison, Horizon Utilities was
15 per cent below the $528 for the
Golden Horseshoe LDCs and 16 per
cent below the Ontario average of
$529. Horizon Utilities was able to
operate with less revenue because
its controllable costs (operations,
maintenance and administration or
“OM&A”) of $208 per customer, on a
three-year average, were 30 per cent
lower than the Ontario average of
$298, and also lower than the $259
for the 25 distributors in the Golden
Horseshoe (Figure 5).
On average from 2011 to 2013,
Horizon Utilities had the eighth lowest
controllable costs per customer (OM&A)
of all LDCs in Ontario (Figure 6).
Return on Equity Comparison
Horizon Utilities has a three-year return
on equity average of 9.68 per cent
over 2011 to 2013 (Figure 7). The
average of the 25 utilities in the
Golden Horseshoe is 8.10 per cent
and the average of all local
distribution companies is lower still
at 6.60 per cent.

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7

Controllable Costs and Revenue
Per Customer Comparison

Controllable Costs
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Return on Equity
Comparison

Controllable Cost 2011–2013 Average
Distribution Revenue 2011–2013 Average
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Graph data is based on OEB Yearbook of Electricity Distributors data for 2011-2013 and excludes Hydro One Networks Inc.
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We balanced the
need to renew our
infrastructure with
minimizing the
cost impacts to
our customers

Efficiency and Productivity –
Always a Better Way
One of the key ways Horizon delivers a strong bottom line is by steadfastly
seeking out opportunities to improve its efficiency and productivity.
By the end of 2014, Horizon Utilities
had made significant headway in the
planned efficiency and productivity
measures mapped out in 2011 to be
achieved by 2019. The goal was to
attain sustainable productivity savings
of 10 per cent of its operating cost
base. And by the end of 2014,
Horizon’s realized savings were ahead
of target.
In the OEB’s 2014 utility scorecards –
a new customer-focused feature of the
Renewed Regulatory Framework –
Horizon Utilities was ranked among
the best performing in terms of low
total cost per customer among the
73 local electricity distribution
companies in Ontario. It also was
reported to have the third lowest total
cost per customer ratings among
the 20 LDCs in the western Golden
Horseshoe. The OEB’s new industrywide scorecard, in this case based
on 2013 data, placed Horizon’s total
cost per customer at just $499 per
customer, compared to the highest
of the 20 at $731.
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Horizon Utilities is managing costs
well and, at the same time, responsibly
investing in our distribution system
and customer technologies. In addition
to ongoing improvements in key
operational and financial processes
in 2014, three major projects –
implementation of an OMS, integration
of GIS with OMS, and phase two of
the three-year Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) system upgrade –
yielded enhanced cost effectiveness
and productivity improvements.
As part of our continuous improvement
culture, our employees are providing
feedback both formally and informally,
which is helping to enhance processes.
The benefit is we are reducing our
operating costs, reducing time to
deliver services and better utilizing
our assets. As a result of our relatively
large customer base among local
distributors in the province, we are
able to leverage best-in-class systems
and services, delivering real value to
our communities and preparing them
for the future.

20-year
Distribution System Renewal Plan
outlines a clear path to responsibly
replacing end of life assets

Workforce Renewal –
Continuity, Stability,
Reliability – Our People
When it comes to planning for the
future, Horizon Utilities believes
fostering the next generation of
employees is critical to its long-term
financial success. The company’s
commitment to business continuity is
evident through its recruitment and
retention efforts.
Horizon is ensuring it has experienced
and knowledgeable individuals fulfilling
roles throughout the organization to
deliver business results. Many roles
within the organization require
significant technical skill and industry
knowledge or take time to achieve full
competency. Each year we conduct a
demographic and skills assessment of
our current workforce. In 2014, we
increased our planning efforts,
focused on developing internal
resources and hired externally to ensure
we have qualified people in advance
of an aging demographic heading
into retirement.

We recognize the importance of our
continued investment in people is
required now to set the stage for
future success.
Horizon Utilities actively recruits
graduates from local universities to
become part of our Engineers in
Training program. In 2014, we
implemented our refreshed
Apprenticeship Program, which guides
skilled apprentices on their journey to
acquire full proficiency – a journey that
can take up to seven years. Part of the
program includes a new Apprentice
Council, made up of senior apprentices
and senior management. It is designed
to continually inform the current and
future needs of the business.

425
dedicated and highly
skilled employees

4

consecutive years as
a Hamilton-Niagara
Top 10 Employer

Horizon Utilities’ proactive efforts in
employee recruitment, training and
retention are saving costs while
improving productivity. We can say,
with pride, that we are committed to
developing our people and ensuring
continuity for our operations and the
customers we serve through a stable
and highly trained workforce.

Horizon Utilities is
always looking for
dynamic, highly
skilled and energetic
individuals to join
our team
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Horizon Energy Solutions Inc.
Horizon Energy Solutions Inc. experienced excellent results in 2014 and reported
strong growth across its service lines.
Measuring Success by the Meter
The Metering Services business realized
revenue growth of 20 per cent this year
over last year. This came from new
customers and broadening the territory
reach of Horizon Energy Solutions Inc.’s
(HESI) Meter Service Provider (MSP)
line further into communities in southern
Ontario and new communities
throughout northern Ontario.
Having been in the business of
providing metering and MSP services
to clients since market opening in
2000, HESI has now created a centre
of excellence for meter services to
meet the current and future needs of its
clients. The range of customers served
includes large manufacturers, mines,
large renewable energy projects, local
distribution companies (LDCs) and
traditional generators. In all these
businesses, accurate, reliable input
and output measurements are
paramount to the success of their
operations.
HESI continued to successfully provide
full turnkey meter solutions, addressing
Independent Electricity System
Operator (IESO) registration and
ongoing wholesale site maintenance,
meter upgrades, new meter
installations, asset management and
the construction of facilities.

In 2014, to support the demand for
service, HESI expanded the capacity
of its second Measurement Canada
certified meter shop facility in
St. Catharines by 30 per cent. The
expansion accommodated present
demand and allows room for future
anticipated growth.
HESI became one of very few companies
with all three of Measurement Canada,
IESO and ISN® certifications. The
integration of the meter services and
MSP businesses is a true market
differentiator and offers clients
one-stop service. Staff members are
also being cross-trained to ensure a
qualified workforce to meet current
and future client needs.
Increasing Capacity by
Reducing Consumption
In 2014, HESI’s Conservation and
Demand Management (CDM) Services
group reported revenue growth of
17 per cent year over year. HESI
supports LDCs with its ‘white label’
program delivery, in turn enabling
them to assist their customers in saving
energy and money without the risk of
having their own brand overshadowed.

Shining a Light on the Future
The Solar and Renewable Energy
Services O&M offering delivered
results 6 per cent higher than our
client’s energy production forecasts
in 2014. HESI also contributed to the
development of a solar live lab at
Mohawk College, where students are
learning the dynamics of solar energy
systems and impacts on the
electricity grid.
We have seven commercial rooftop
solar sites generating renewable power
for a combined capacity of
1.6 MW, with more under development.
In keeping with Horizon’s culture
and promotion of safety, HESI
participated in the development of a
solar industry fire safety manual being
distributed to fire departments
throughout the province.
In partnership with HESI, Horizon
Utilities was the only LDC to qualify in
responding to an IESO Energy Storage
RFP. HESI developed a strategy to
embed energy storage into
decommissioned substations. This is
building additional resiliency into the
grid and shifting power to address
load demands, while repurposing a
stranded asset. These efforts position
the company and its communities well
as energy storage becomes a reality in
the future.

“We have the specialized
equipment, the
certifications and highly
trained resources to
address any client
requirement.”
Scott Knapman,
Vice President, HESI
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Five-Year Consolidated Summary
(stated in thousands of Canadian dollars)

					
(Note 1)
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
STATEMENT OF INCOME
Net electricity revenue
Other income from operations
Operating expenses
Depreciation and amortization

Income from operating activities
(Loss) gain on disposal of property, plant and equipment
Net finance charges
Payments in lieu of income taxes
(Loss) income from discontinued operations
Net income

88,278
14,215

101,467
12,824

107,389
11,902

99,494
9,267

91,217
10,517

102,493

114,291

119,291

108,761

101,734

66,605
21,257

61,534
20,231

57,140
18,555

58,355
16,772

46,762
26,978

87,862

81,765

75,695

75,127

73,740

14,631
(1,498)
(6,996)
(1,877)
–

32,526
(1,707)
(6,592)
(6,548)
–

43,596
(1,442)
(8,804)
(7,169)
(5)

33,634
(1,644)
(10,716)
(5,305)
1,088

27,994
99
(9,639)
(5,771)
25

4,260

17,679

26,176

17,057

12,708

110,275
473,596

133,624
448,577

143,020
424,049

110,630
387,401

106,710
367,056

583,871

582,201

567,069

498,031

473,766

105,252
189,093
64,831
224,695

101,872
189,252
52,470
238,607

96,780
189,395
47,602
233,292

213,143
39,592
26,182
219,114

90,692
155,554
45,125
182,395

583,871

582,201

567,069

498,031

473,766

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Assets
Current assets
Non-current assets

Liabilities and shareholders’ equity
Current liabilities
Long term borrowings
Other non-current liabilities
Shareholders’ equity
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Net cash from operating activities
Net cash used in the acquisition of property, plant and
equipment and intangible assets
Net cash from other investing activities
Net cash from long term borrowings
Net cash (used in) from other financing activities

32,603

42,280

42,172

32,318

43,730

(43,846)
216
–
(12,127)

(49,315)
519
–
(9,334)

(56,975)
434
33,803
11,205

(35,414)
1,806
–
1,038

(39,193)
144
39,554
(10,556)

Net (decrease) increase in cash and cash equivalents

(23,154)

(15,850)

30,639

(252)

33,679

Note 1: Horizon transitioned from Canadian Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (Canadian GAAP) to International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) effective
January 1, 2012. The financial results for 2011 have been restated in accordance with IFRS for comparative purposes. The financial results for 2010 are presented in accordance
with Canadian GAAP applicable to that year.
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Sustainability Policy
Doing business sustainably is essential to
Horizon Holdings’ success as a provider of
electricity and innovative energy solutions
to the communities we serve. We are
committed to delivering value to our
shareholders by providing our customers
with safe, reliable and efficient electricity
and innovative energy solutions. This policy
sets forth Horizon Holdings’ commitment to
the health, safety, environment and
well-being of our employees and
contractors, our products and services, and
the communities we serve.

Safety
The safety of our employees, contractors,
customers and the public is paramount. We
will continually strive to meet and exceed
all legal safety requirements. We will not
undertake any activity without proper
safety procedures and equipment being
in place.

Environmental Responsibility
We will work to minimize our impact on the
environment and seek to continually
improve our environmental performance.
We will work to reduce waste, emissions of
greenhouse gases and other air pollutants,
and undertake to manage hazardous
materials in a manner that meets or
exceeds all government requirements. We
will work with stakeholders to resolve land
use conflicts in ways that protect the
environment.

Economic Performance
Our success depends on the success of our
customers and communities. We will return
dividends to our shareholders that are
consistent with ensuring sufficient investment
for the provision of ongoing innovative and
cost-effective energy products and services
at competitive rates to our customers in the
communities we serve.
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Doing Business Ethically
We will meet or exceed all applicable laws
and regulations relevant to our areas of
business activity in the jurisdictions in which
we operate. We will continue to implement
and maintain ethical business practices and
sound systems of corporate governance.
We will not tolerate harassment or
discrimination in any of our relationships,
whether with employees, contractors,
customers, or other stakeholders.

Our Employees
Our employees are Horizon Holdings’
ambassadors to our customers and the
communities we serve. We will provide
employees with development opportunities
in a safe, healthy and satisfying working
environment. We will encourage the
participation of employees in the continual
improvement of our health, safety,
environmental and social performance, and
in the development of new and innovative
energy products and services to our
customers.

Managing Risk
We will meet or exceed all health, safety,
and environmental regulatory requirements.
We will evaluate the economic, social, and
environmental risks of our business and take
precautionary actions to address them. We
will incorporate health, safety,
environmental, and social considerations
into our business decisions.

Our Communities
Our activities reach far and wide into the
communities that we serve. The supply of
energy products and services represents a
major contribution to the health and
well-being of our customers and their
communities. We will actively participate in
the social, economic, and institutional
development of the communities in which
we operate. We will engage our
stakeholders through open and transparent
consultation and verifiable public reporting
of our sustainability performance.

Corporate Governance
Horizon Holdings Inc. is incorporated
under the Ontario Business Corporations
Act and, throughout 2014, was subject to a
Shareholders Agreement with Hamilton
Utilities Corporation and St. Catharines
Hydro Inc., its two shareholders.

CSA and fulfill such stewardship
responsibilities directly. These two Boards
have established written mandates for
themselves and each has adopted
a comprehensive statement of Governance
Guidelines.

The Shareholders Agreement requires that
the Board of Directors observe the
standards of corporate governance which
apply to publicly traded corporations to the
extent practical. Although it is not a public
corporation, Horizon Holdings Inc.
recognizes the role of good governance in
a successful business enterprise and
provides voluntary disclosure of its
corporate governance practices.

The Board of Directors of Horizon Utilities
Corporation has also assumed stewardship
with respect to the areas identified by the
CSA and fulfills such stewardship
responsibilities directly and with supporting
oversight by its Committees.

Horizon Holdings Inc. owns all the shares
in each of the two subsidiaries through
which it operates, namely Horizon Utilities
Corporation and Horizon Energy Solutions Inc.
At present, accountability and responsibility
for Committee oversight in Horizon Holdings
Inc. and Horizon Energy Solutions Inc. is
the responsibility of the full Board of
Directors of the respective companies.
Horizon Utilities, for its part, has three Board
Committees in addition to its Board of Directors.

Responsibilities of the
Board of Directors
The Canadian Securities Administrators
(CSA) has published comprehensive
guidelines for effective corporate
governance. The guidelines cover a broad
spectrum of good governance practices
and elaborate specifically on a number of
major areas where Boards should explicitly
assume stewardship:
•	Development of corporate governance
principles and guidelines
•	The integrity of senior management and
staff throughout the organization
•	Strategic planning process and approval
of a strategic plan
• Risk assessment
•	Integrity of internal controls and
management information systems
•	Succession planning and management
performance
• Employee and public safety
The Boards of Directors of Horizon
Holdings Inc. and of Horizon Energy
Solutions Inc. have assumed stewardship
with respect to the areas identified by the

The CSA also provides guidelines with
respect to the composition of the Board of
Directors, including that the majority of
Directors should be independent. The
Boards of Directors of Horizon Holdings
Inc. and Horizon Energy Solutions each
consist of five directors, all of whom are
presently independent as defined by
the CSA. The Board of Directors of
Horizon Utilities Corporation consists of
10 directors, all of whom are also presently
independent. The Chair of the Board is an
independent Director, as are the Chairs of
all Horizon Utilities’ Board Committees. The
independent members of each Board meet
without management in attendance for part
of each Board meeting.
Board composition also meets the
requirements of the Ontario Energy Board’s
Affiliate Relationships Code (ARC). This
code regulates the contractual arrangements
between related parties and requires that
at least one-third of a regulated distribution
company’s Directors are independent from
its non-regulated affiliates.
All new Directors of Horizon Holdings Inc.
and its two subsidiaries receive a
comprehensive orientation with respect to
the role of the Board, the business of the
Corporation and the legislative and
regulatory environment affecting the
electricity sector. All three Boards have
adopted a Code of Business Conduct,
including a Conflict of Interest Policy. The
Boards undertake an annual assessment of
the Board and, in the case of Horizon
Utilities Corporation, each Committee.
Annually, each of the companies’ Boards
request and receive an independence letter
from its Auditors.

By letters dated February 4, 2015, KPMG
LLP has confirmed that it is independent
with respect to Horizon Holdings Inc. (and
its related entities) within the meaning of
the relevant rules and related interpretations
prescribed by the relevant professional
bodies in Canada and any applicable
legislation or regulation from January 1,
2014 up to the date of its letters.
The Strategic and Financial Plans for the
Corporations are approved and monitored
directly by their respective Board of Directors.

Horizon Utilities Corporation
Board Committees
There are three Committees of the Board with
respective oversight mandates as follows:
•	Audit and Risk Management Committee:
risk management, internal control,
financial information, and annual audit;
as well as the information systems
activities of Horizon Utilities Corporation.
•	Human Resources and Corporate
Governance Committee: succession
planning, management objective setting
and performance, compensation and
safety activities of the Corporation. This
Committee also covers all governance
issues.
•	Nominating Committee: constituted as
required for the evaluation of Board
composition and nomination of
prospective Directors of the Board as
may be required.

Mandate of Management
The Board approves the mandate of the
Chief Executive Officer and annual
corporate objectives consistent with the
recommendations of the CSA.

The permitted business activities of the
Corporation are outlined in its Shareholder
Agreement. The mandate of the Chief
Executive Officer and annual corporate
objectives are consistent with the
Shareholder Agreement. The authority limits
of the Chief Executive Officer, as delegated
by the Board, have been formally
documented and executed by the Board.
In addition, the Board of Directors annually
reviews the Chief Executive Officer’s
objectives, evaluates the Chief Executive
Officer’s performance and monitors the
succession planning process.
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The Horizon Family of Companies
UTILITIES
UTILITIES

Horizon Holdings Inc.

UTILITIES
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Horizon Utilities

Horizon Holdings Inc. is an investment
Corporation
holding company owned 78.9 per cent
Horizon Utilities Corporation is a regulated
by Hamilton Utilities Corporation and
local electricity distribution company
21.1 per cent by St. Catharines Hydro Inc.
serving more than 242,000 residential
ENERGY SOLUTIONS
Horizon Holdings Inc. owns 100 per cent
and business customers in Hamilton
of the common equity of Horizon Utilities
and St. Catharines, Ontario. Horizon’s
Corporation and Horizon Energy
425 employees are committed to delivering
Solutions Inc.
a safe and reliable supply of electricity,
providing unparalleled customer value
Board of Directors
and helping create a culture of energy
Robert Cary, Board Chair
conservation in Ontario.
Paul Benson
Douglas J. Harrison
Board of Directors
Edward Minich
Robert Cary, Board Chair
Joseph Rinaldo1
Alexander (Sandy) Adam4
Joan Weppler2
Paul Benson
John Bergsma
Management and Officers
Patrick Crowley
Max Cananzi, President & CEO
Douglas J. Harrison
John G. Basilio, Senior Vice President &
Edward Minich, Chair, Audit and Risk
Chief Financial Officer
Management Committee
Danielle Diaz, Vice President, Finance3
Margaret T. Nelligan, Chair, HR/
Neil Freeman, Vice President, Business
Governance Committee
Development & Corporate Relations
Robert MacIsaac5
Joseph Rinaldo
Lou Serafini, Jr.1
Joan Weppler2

Horizon Energy
Solutions Inc.

Horizon Energy Solutions Inc. is a local
energy company dedicated to providing
commercial and residential customers with
easy, turnkey green energy solutions that
generate benefits for the customer and the
environment.
Board of Directors
Robert Cary, Board Chair
Paul Benson
Douglas J. Harrison
Edward Minich
Lou Serafini, Jr.1
Joan Weppler2
Management and Officers
Max Cananzi, President & CEO
John G. Basilio, Senior Vice President &
Chief Financial Officer
Danielle Diaz, Vice President, Finance3
Scott Knapman, Vice President

1

® The registered trademarks Horizon Utilities
Corporation, Horizon Energy Solutions Inc.
and Horizon Holdings Inc. are owned by
Horizon Holdings Inc.
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as of June 10, 2014
until June 10, 2014
as of May 15, 2014
until March 15, 2014
as of March 15, 2014

Management and Officers
Max Cananzi, President & CEO
John G. Basilio, Senior Vice President &
Chief Financial Officer
Indy Butany-DeSouza, Vice President,
Regulatory Affairs
Eileen Campbell, Vice President, Customer
Services
Danielle Diaz, Vice President, Finance
Kathy Lerette, Vice President, Utility
Operations
Brenda Schacht, Vice President,
Human Resources

2

saveONenergy OM is an Official Mark of the
Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO).

Global Reporting Initiative™ and all related
Global Reporting Initiative materials are
trademarks of the Global Reporting Initiative.

ISN ® is a registered trademark of
ISN Software Corporation.

3
4
5

For electronic versions of the
2014 Sustainability-based Annual
Report, MD&A and Auditors’ Report,
visit our websites listed on the
back cover.

Websites:
horizonutilities.com
horizonenergysolutionsinc.com
horizonholdingsinc.com
/HorizonUtilities
@HorizonLink
/horizonweb
/horizon-utilities
corporatecommunications@horizonutilities.com

Concept and Design

